
June 8, 2020 

Grade 2 Online Assignment 

SNAP Math Assessment 

Due June 14, 2020 

 

Hello everyone!  Your assignment for this week is to complete the 

2 SNAP pages we have been practicing since the beginning of the 

year.  

These will be used for assessment so it is important that everyone 

completes them and completes them independently.  

( Note:  You will have to print the pages out or copy the template sections onto 

paper.)  

Your Number for the Number Sense page is:       53 

And you are skip counting by:      5’s 

 

Your problem or Operation for the Operations page is: 

   27  +   44  =   
Please submit your work by uploading it into Teams or 

through email.  Work hard! 

Ms. Hnatiw 



SNAP 
Number Sense (0 – 100)  

 

 

Communicating & Representing: 
Drawing, description, expanded form 

 
1   2   3  

Understanding & Solving: 
3 equations 

 
1   2   3  

Connecting & Reflecting:  
Real-life 

 
1   2   3  

Reasoning & Analyzing: 
Skip counting & number line 

 
1   2   3  

Find grading rubrics for specific criteria at snap.sd33.bc.ca 

 

 

Draw to represent the value 
of the number: 

Show where the number belongs on the number line. 

Create 3 equations that  
equal the number: 

Write a real life example that 
shows the value of the 

number: 

 

Grade 2 

Name: ___________________ 

Date: __________________ 

  Count backwards by 
_______  from the 

number. 

0                                 100 

Student Numeracy Assessment and Practice (SNAP)  

  

Count forwards by 
_______ from the 

number. 

 

Write the number in expanded 
form: 

 



 

Operations Addition SNAP 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 

  

Operation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Guess: 
 

 

Draw: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculate: 

Create a Math Story 

Communicating & Representing 
 

1   2   3   4 
 

Entire assessment 

Understanding & Solving 
 

1   2   3   4 
 

Draw and Calculate 

Connecting & Reflecting 
 

1   2   3   4 
 

Math story  

Reasoning & Analyzing 
 

1   2   3   4 
 

Guess 
 

Name: _________________________ 

Date: __________________________ 

Grade 2 

Beginning            Middle         End 

Student Numeracy Assessment and Practice (SNAP)  
(Adapted from ANIE 2014) 



Operations: Your problem is

Physical and Chemical Changes

https://rainydaymum.co.uk/steam-paper-airplane-experiment-challenge-kids/

the house to make your course.

OR

objects. Ask an older sibling or

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hwAtcc_Yjc

your  family members to join. You think is a treasure.

an adult to help you.

make it.  Think about going Choose a favourite story and Beautiful, A type of Bug,

over, under and around act out your favourite part. Ask Odd, or out of place,

Use items you have around Jet airplane. See if you can find something:

(Use the link below) Fuzzy,  Straight, Round,

See how challenging you can Smooth, Rough, Bright,

Create an Indoor  or Outdoor Go to Art Hub and Go on a Nature 

Obstacle Course. learn to draw a Scavenger Hunt!

from paper to ash. Literature Link: The Great Paper

Make Pancakes! Is it a Caper    by Oliver Jeffers

physical  or chemical   change?

Game Fine Arts Nature Learning

A chemical change  is a change You can use the link below

when a new substance is formed. to get you started.

Ex. Burning the paper changes it Have fun flying!!

Ex. Tearing paper into bits does breaks, airplane that can fly the

not change it from being paper. and HAVE FUN!!! farthest. 

A physical change  is a change in what you did :) Take the paper airplane

 matter that does not produce a new substance. 4.  Take your time, take challenge and build a paper

3.  Mark off each box as  How Often

Science you complete it and STEM

 send your teacher Paper Airplane Challenge

1.  Try your best! verbs (actions). See if you

26 + 38 = 2.  Complete as many can tell if they describe

squares as you'd like. When, How,  Where,

in Teams. Challenge

Number Sense: Your number Go on an ADVERB hunt!

is 53. Skip count by 2's Rules: Look for words that describe

Math June 8 - 12 Word Work

SNAP Practice

Use the SNAP practice pages Gameboard Be a Word Detective!

in. See how large your what questions you have or didn't like it. Use specific

chain can grow. for them. examples from the book. 

you are grateful for. Ask about what you would the book in writing or orally.

your family members to join like to say to them or Explain why you liked it

chain. Use paper strips classmate that is now one of your own.  Tell 

and write or draw the things attending school. Think someone your opinion on

Gratitude Writing Reading

Make a "Gratitude Paper" Write a letter to a Choose a book from Epic or 
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